You Are What You Search
How online activity is monitored, compiled and sold

A

s millennials, we spend quite a bit of our time online. Checking Facebook,
sending tweets, looking for clothes, buying concert tickets, reading
the news, messaging friends near and far, researching for home-

Each of our browser histories have most likely logged a myriad of
online activity, enough to assemble a decent picture of who we

Family medical
history:
heart disease,

knowledge, exist and are for sale.
Entities known as “data brokers” monitor all
information available online about a person, compile it all
future employers. The data ranges from innocuous bits
of information like age and gender to personal details
like sexual orientation, family medical history and
sometimes where you go throughout the day. As you
Below are a few facts on data brokers and the
extent to which they monitor our daily lives.

cancer,
depression

Race:
Caucasian

Sexual
orientation:
probably
straight

Advocate for
marijuana
legalization

No diets,
above average
consumption of
pizza

Favorite brands:
Nike,

American

Eagle, Vans

Heavy Twitter,
Instagram user

Ashkan Soltani has worked as a renowned technology consultant
for more than 20 years, with the goal of “demystifying technology” by raising consumer awareness about online privacy and
data security. His work with the Federal Trade Commission and
Wall Street Journal, where he’s published eye-opening research
on online trackers, has made him one of the nation’s leading experts on privacy and technology. We asked him a few questions
about how his work relates to our generation.
DA: W hy is being informed about digital privacy DA: Is the information collected from smart phones
today important for high school students, along different, and can it be more revealing?
with ever yone else?
AS:

17-year-old

AS:

male

your phone can reveal
more sensitive data
Religion:
Irish Catholic

Address:
5055 First Street,
Mt Lebanon,
PA 15228

that
shared, it is out of your
control.

DA: How can citizens and students protect their
information?
AS:
Ghostery
Disconnect

Political
affiliation:
supports
Democrats

DA : W ha t k i n d o f
infor mation ar e data
brokers getting?
AS:

Drives 2000

DA: What restrictions exist against the selling of our
information to companies, and how effective are they?
AS:

Honda Odyssey,
wants BMW sedan

Unemployed

Most time spent
in school,gym,
Chipotle
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